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ABSTRACT 

A series of experiments has been conducted in order to evaluate the 

relative importance of several recent theories of vibrational dephasing in 

solids. The theories are discussed briefly, and are used to interpret the 

temperature dependence of the C-H and CPO stretch bands in the spontaneous Raman 

spectra of h14- and d14-l ,2,4.5-tetramethyl benzene (durene). The infrared 

spectra of these same molecules ar~ also reported in the region of the combin-

Dlion b3nds involv·ing C-H (or C-·D) stretch2s and lov:-frequency moce~;. The 

results support the applicability of the model of Harris, et. a1. 1- 3 , based on 

energy exchange in anharmonically coupled low-frequency modes. This theory is 

then used, in connection with Raman spectra obtained in isotopically mixed 

.' 
I 

u:J;:j·ly:.:s CJI tr~c· co~·rJ·Ic.d his!l··:~·,:c;uc::::-.y r.\.:;d . .::s. Tl:e:~.c conc'1u:;ic;ns rc 11rr.'E::1t 2 

generalization and extension of the previously publishcd3 exchange model. 
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I. Introduction 

Processes which cause dephasing of spectroscopic transitions have 

been under investigation for many years. Analysis of lineshapes has, in 

many instances, provided an understanding of molecular correlations, 

dynamics, and structure. A large body of theoretical work1- 31 exists to 

assist in the interpretation of experimental spectra, and to illuminate 

the fundamental interactions responsible for dephasing. 

The specific question of vibrational dephasing in solids, to which 

"" l 1 t:: t t . . ' ~ L • • J d l - 3 . 2 9 -Tl . l . 1 a gr<c'<- oea or recen- ac 1vn;y rioS uecn Ol\"ect:c , · 1s comp 1ca o 

by two general facts: l) the dephasing ihne (T2) of a vibrationally 

excited molecule in a condensed phase is very short (typically 1~10 pico

seconds);4 and 2) intermolecular forces are always present in the condensed 

1 c 
~ .. . ) '.'·iLrat·;onal d ;.;S!:.c; 

many-body dynamics. 

f\n u:·,derst<.;ncl·ing of vibn.tional ck:phas"iri9 in solids reqwlres b:ith the 

construction of theoretical models and the experimental determination of 

which mechanisms and interactions are important. In a previous series of 

papers, 1- 3 we have presented data obtained from the temperature-dependent 

spontaneous Raman spectrum of h14-1,2,4,5 tetramethylbenzene (durene), 

and successfully interpreted this data by developing a theory based on 

intermolecular energy exchange by low-frequency vibrational modes (hereafter 

referred to as HSC exchange). Recent theoretical work 29- 31 has made it 
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possible to design a further series of experiments in order to test more 

conclusively the HSC exchange hypothesis, and to compare that model with 

two other theories: one by Abbott and Oxtoby31 based on interactions 

between pairs of vibrational fundamentals (AO), and the other by Wertheimer30 

based on the mechanism of dynamic coupling (DC). 

The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First of all, we review 

the three theories mentioned above, with an emphasis on how they may be 

distinguished experimentally. Second, we present experimental results of 

the concentration dependence of the d14-durene spectrum as it is successively 

diluted in h14-durene; and the infrared spectrum of both molecules in the 

:orotic2l models. 

three theories mentioned above and compare their experimental predictions. 

exper'inJenta ·1 resuHs, a 1 ong vri th a cii scuss ·jon of th<."' n:.' l aU ve ·importo:JCE:' 

of the dephasing mechanisms treated by the theoretical models of Section II. 

Section V presents further results and an analysis of the energy transfer 

dynamics of the durene system we have studied, including the evidence in 

support of a vibrational exciton model. Section VI summarizes· the most 

important general conclusions of the work. 
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II. Theoretical Tre9tments of Vibrational Dephasing in Condensed Phase 

A. Interaction of a Fundamental and Its Hot Band - HSC Exchanqe 

Figure 1 shows a high-frequency mode A and a low-frequency mode B. 

Because of anharmonic coupling between the two modes, the energy of the 

combination level (nA = 1, n8 = l) does not equal the sum of the energies 

of the singly excited levels (nA = 1, n8 = 0 and nA = 0, n8 = 1). Thus 

the transition frequency of mode A depends on the state of mode B; re-

stricting the discussion to the four level system in the diagram implies 

{).) y,Jhen n 
0 

is unexcited, and w + 8w when B is excited. The presence of energy 
0 

exchan9e, indicated by the an-ovJs in the diagl~am, will modulate the fre-

quency of the high frequency mode A. as mode 8 becon1es excited and deexcited. 

\ -. ~ ' 
';,1 > 

approximate expressions for the"lineshape I(w): 

where the effective Raman frequency is 

(Jj + 
0 

L-ion n, 

(2) 



and the effective linewidth is 
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+ e-E;fkT(ow)2T 

(1 + (ow) 2/) 

The important points to note are: 1) Both the width and shift 

(3) 

display the same apparent ''activation energy", E., which is equal to the 
- 1 

energy of a quantum of mode B. 2) The quantities ow,T and E. can be 
1 

extracted from a temperature deren~ent study of the linewidth and peak 

simple discuss·ion ·is the ·!·i·fetime of the 10\'1 frequency mode B~ will be 

examined below in greater detail. 3) Detailed balance requires that the 

intermolecular exchange rate of a quantum of the mode B, W+' be related to 

4) Th:~ fr·cc: shift 6~ arises principally fron 

' ' . (; ~~: UL "L 1 .i :-. 

low tc;mreruturc 'limit the lincshape should behave as eqns (l-3). Note that 

if onr· d·iv·ic.::s t acidiUorwl 1·ir:c.·,!·idLh tcnn ·in eqn. 3 by the fr·equency 

shift, a ten:pcn1tun: ·i nclepencler1t constc,ni., owT, ·j s prcd·i cted by this thc,ory. 

The value of this unitless quantity, owT, parameterizes the 11 regimeu of 

exchange; lowTj<l is characteristic of fast exchange while lowT\>1 and 

lowTI~l are associated with slow and intermediate exchange respectively. 

B. Interacting Fundamentals- ( (AO). Exchange) 

Abbott and Oxtoby31 (AO) discuss a different type of exchange process, 

illustrated for the simplest case in Figure 2. In this model, the modes A 
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and Bare fundamentals lying close in energy. with an energy splitting of 

ow. As in HSC exchange theory above. it is assumed that the thermal 

activation of a low-frequency mode causes the dephasing, but here fluctuating 

anharmonic terms of the form: 

(4) 

provide the coupling, where A and 8 are fundamentals and i denotes a low-

r::odc~ .. 

Tl Ao . l . . . l I f l ' f ['1 • _.j s . "I I 3/f If' approac1 1s s:m1 c.r' to tne onna 1srn o ~1tzen anu 1 oey 

where the equation of motion for the matrix elements of the vibrational 

11 Superoperator" is obtained tel second order in a cumulant expansion. As 

in the I!SC: cu.se, the t:a v ,. i'O;dr;;ction ·is invoked. Fror:: this mcH:el, 

Slyi ft - A ~ __ 2E ·-E.-
1 
/LT/ .. 1 !- ,. 2 2] 

0 [;_\ l ·~ 1 • 0 w 1 (b) 

Hic~th -~ (6) 

Now T is the decay time of the fluctuating perturbation autocorrelation 

function of the form: 

(7) 

where it is assumed that all the relevant decay times are the same in order 

to obtain the simple expressions eqns. (5) and (6). Note that all the 
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'2 time dependence is included in F and not in Qi . 

Thus this theory, like HSC exchange theory, predicts (in the selec

tive coupling cases of Figures 1 and 2) an exponential temperature de

pendence for the broadening and shift with an activation energy equal to 

the energy of some low frequency mode. The following predictions also 

result: 1) In the specific example of Figure 2, the two isolated fund-

amenta.ls A and B should shift 19\'J(\r(Le..~_c;_b_~otiE:r and display the same E; 

mentioned in p&ss·ing that the presence of the factor P1 ·in eqns. (S) c;nd 

(6) makes it impossible to extract the parameters of interests namely 

(;wand 1, as r.<:;n be done ·in the HSC exchunge n1ndel. 

c. 
1 ;1 ~ r: .. . .. ·: 

the exchange procc,sses of Scct·ions A and r~. The effects of var·ious energy 

ef J'c c ts , <H'C tab:~ n ·j n to c: r· c~o u n L f\s \'13. s p o 'ir; d out in refcren cc 30, tf:2 

HSC exchange model of Section A emel~ges as a restricted case of the dynamic 

coupling theory. In the Appendix we discuss the nature of the approximations 

necessary to reduce the more general theory to this special case, and sug

gest hmv the validity of these approximations can be tested experimentally. 

As the Appendix shows, the general form of the DC theory introduces a 

dephasing mechanism based on the presence of a dispersive frequency shift 

1'-l, which results from the decay of the low-frequency modes into the 
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bath. This dispersive shift effectively brings nearly into resonance a 

fundamental and its anharmonically shifted hotband. This results in the 

transfer of energy as well as phase information, and if this transfer 

occurs rapidly enough then one must consider the collective vibrational 

correlation function 30 for all the modes. The importance of this con

tribution relative to the HSC exchange contribution depends sensitively 

upon the magnitudes of the various parameters, which are difficult to 

mc:Elsure or estir:12te. Nevertheless, the l"ine-shift and broacen·ing shoulci 

a hif;h frequc:nc:y mode to a BJPCif~ lm·! frequency mode v,•ill often be 

observed, but the preser1ce of additional unknown parameters makes the 

extraction of information from experimental data difficult. 

l ~, ~· 

_,.._, ; '> 

(' 

. . . 
t :·: '-~· .:) ;'" ; ~· ~:; 

a s·ingle lov:-fr2quency mCJcie, c::nd an ec;ual "0ctiv0.tion NH21'9Y'' for- the 

broc~dcn·!nc! and the fr~equeriCJ' 
I • r-• s 1:11 r. Thev differ, however. 

of the frequency shift and time parameters. In Table I we have summarized 

briefly the various predictions of each model, and these are illustrated 

in Figure 3. In this section, we discuss how the differences between 

the theories can be related to the experiments we have performed. 

In the HSC model, coupling .bet\veen high-frequency and low-frequency 

modes is thought to result from steric interactions. 3 Therefore, we would 
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predict that isotopic substitution should not change the mode coupling 

scheme, i.e., a high-frequency mode should couple to the same low-frequency 

mode in both the protonated and deuterated molecules. The quantity T, 

which can be regarded as a resident lifetime for the low-frequency vibration, 

should show a concentration dependence that can be interpreted on the basis 

of resonant energy transfer models. The four-level exchange scheme predicts 

the presence of a combination level at w1 + w2 + 6w (see Fig. 4). Since 6w 

exchcuJge theor"Y co.lculated f1·equ0ncies. Finany, the ratio of the 

width to the shift at a given ternnerature, for £}_l_ modes studied, 

should yield a temperature-independent quantity approximately equal to 

l ,., -~ [.. .... {i (' ,• _-- . , ~~ ~- , .• .! '1 -~ , .. ·'-· ~· • I • !' ~ ~. , , •; .! •· 
,. ; J ·~. ' • , I ;_. '-· : • .; ; . 1 i , 1 l L· '.. l ~ '. t_, I l \. ; J \ t,; 

.. ,,., 
''·! 

.. --. r\ ,. . ., - ' . . ) ~ '-~ t 1 -~- ' ' : 

arc P~'c:di c ted to slli ft to\·wrcl ec:ch other vn increasing temprraturo. Also~ 

be expected to show at most a woak concentration dependence. 

ln the DC model, couplings between modes result from a near resonance 

between the dispersive and the anharmonic frequency shift. Since such a 

resonance effect is strongly affected by small changes in either parameter, 

the coupling schemes in the protonated and deuterated molecules may be 

considerably different. The direction of shift of a given fundamental may 

be different in the two isotopic forms, and the ratio of the broadening 
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to the shift is not expected to be independent of temperature (see Appendix). 

The time parameter here is essentially the same as in the HSC model, but 

the anharmonic shifts are expected to be small and positive (5-10 cm-1). 

This latter prediction can be tested by observing the combination band 

spectrum. 

vctri cu;:, 

h o•.j d 'J h 0/ I I 1 ()0' d ' I 
:,) lo 14' LJto 0.!4' anc; /., 14 HI rl-14' l'he samples \vere plc:_ced in an {\ir 

Products portable helium dewar, which could be varied in temperature from 

approximately 10°K to room temperature. The temperature was measured by a 

n r ,~ -,;, ·i ll':"·,.} !' J,.·.) ·> ;, : -; ~' l"\ { --~:-: : . .';·,-. ; .. !iY',. 

' 
.. - .. 

• I~ ":; ~ l l,'" > ; 

r. The rrsolut~on cP 
-1 

1.0 em w~s adequr;to fer· theso. stud·ies. Experimental spectra fl'Om a 

cl·l·,;···~ l''''C(''l··rkl·· I'C>''C' cuh"I"'']'C•Y;-: 'j'l c1·:r;-'lt.'l-·"rl .. , .. ·!1'!1 "• Tol/·i·"·n·J'c<- {;(-"? D·';·,·j-1-·.·1 . .• J '-'-l V "-' ·' ..... ·~. l>' .... l C .. • ,_,.,,~_,\..JU.'._.!Iv,) li.:.J '-' L.LU U,.> !::::; (). l\....h-..1 \,) ..) IV\J .. _ J:_;, .,.('· 

P1 otter, and compu Lcr ·1 i ncsh&pc analysis ivas perfonncd ·in those casos 

where overlapping occurred between neighboring bands. In this way, ac-

curate values for the linewidths and peak frequencies as a function of 

temperature were obtained, and were then used to extract the exchange 

theory parameters using a least-squares fitting procedure as discussed 

in reference 2. 
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IV. Results and Discussion 

We previously1' 2 reported our analysis of the temperature-dependent 

Raman spectrum of the C-H stretch region of h14-durene. The results of 

that analysis are reproduced in Table 2, and were obtained by fitting the 

experimental data to the lineshape expression given in reference 3. As 

can be seen from Fig. 5, the Raman spectrum of d14-durene in the C-D 

stretch region also exhibits the broadening and shifting with temperature 

\·'":1\( 
I< UJ • u t l 0 ter:1pcr-a 

fl·o:n lOoK to room tcm;Jcrc:"Lvre, and the: l'2SU.lting p~rameters ob ·ined fro:n 

the fitting process are presented in Table 3, 

An important piece of evidence for the applicability of any of the 

t. 

83.5 cm'"' 1 libratic·n). 35 Hds c~grc(:s ~c:l(~rany v!ith our· earlier resuHs 

Qll h1 ---d'UI'•erlc' ti ,, . . ~. 

EvidenCE:' ·in sup}Jort of IISC o:ciJangr; is obtained froi;J the dirm~nsion-· 

less quantity owT, which is plotted in Figure 6 for the transitions studied 

in d14-durene. As in the case of h14-durene, 1•2 owT is approximately unity 

(intermediate exchange) and is independent of temperature within experi-

mental error. The dynamic coupling model does not, in general, predict 

temperature independence for this parameter, while the HSC exchange model 

does assume that both T and ow are constant over the temperature region 
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of interest. 

The foregoing results could also be explained on the basis of the AO 

exchange model. However. the data presented in Fig. 7 contradict the 

prediction of AO exchange that two well-separated fundamentals must shift 

together with increasing temperature. The figure shov1s two bands from the 

spectrum of d14-durene; there are no Raman peaks within 100 cm-1 on the 

-1 ~ high-frequency side nor within several 100 em on the lmv··ftequency siuo. 

occ1.TS between the observ,~cl i(aman peaks and some Rcn1an··inactive trans-itions 

nearby. We have examined the IR spettrum of d14-durene in this region and 
-1 -1 found only a single pe0k at 2000 em , and no others for at leost 60 em 

.; : •• £~ V'- ~'. > I- ) ' : ~·= ·~ 
l. ! ; \.- I .' ;j .::-. \. ! , " ' ' ! I 1_. • ; · ' J : ~ .._. ..._·, j ! \ ... ,> 

'.;! j! 
J:r_:l-, 
' !·-: '-• 

by ; \ihCT8i1S U:<:: DC t pr·cdicts tl:at thr anf;ar·Jnon·ic shifL~; :;he;uld be~ 

spectroscopically therefore constitutes a crucial test of these two 1~oJ~ls. 

Using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, we have successfully ob

served these weak bands with adeauate (l cm-1} resolution, and these 

spectra for a thin crystal of h14-durene and for d14-durene in KBr are 

plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively. The arrows on the graph indicate 

the peak positions predicted on the basis of exchanqe theory. No predictions 

are made for the following modes: the 2957.7 cm-l mode in h14-durene. which 
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has an activation energy that does not match with a low-frequency mode; 
-1 -1 the modes at 2250.1 em and 2238.9 em in d14-durene, which are over-

lapping and for which it was therefore difficult to get accurate data; and 

the 2191.1 cm- 1 mode in d14-durene, which appears to be a special case and 

will be discussed below in detail. 

Several points should be borne in mind concerning the combination 

band spectra. First, the combination levels will themselves be expected 

1 oe;m tempel'otun:;, the peaks are siri ftcd in fn:qu::cncy fY'om thci r zero-

temper~ture positions by an unknown amount. Second, the spectrum of 

d14-durene was measured in KBr, which contributes a matrix shift to the 

observed peak positions. Thir·d, the spectrum of 11 1cdur2ne in the n·g"icm 

. ! ~ .~ :!' 

l·,, i •. j il·.·: 

data is pa rU cu·l ar 1y conv·i ncl ens c-.:, s ·i nee the spectnm: i :; 

constitutes a major piece of corroborative evidence for the exchange model. 

On the basis of the evidence presented in this section, we feel 

justified in retaining the simple HSC model for the purpose of analyzing 

the dynamics of the durene system. We recognize that the AO exchange 

mechanism and the dynamic coupling mechanism must be included in any 

_c_'2_IT1P.lete description of dephas·ing, however, our aim has been to attempt to 
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determine the most important dephasing pathways operating in durene. All 

of the data available can be sufficiently explained using the HSC model. 

The chief advantage of the HSC model is that it allows the ready 

determination of physically meaningful molecular parameters. These 

parameters are of interest in their own right, but in addition, they can 

be used to gain insight into those energy transfer and relaxation processes 

which give rise to the dephasing. In the remainder of this paper, we 

assl'iT!C the vz!lidit_y of tho HSC E:>:chc:n model in order to use th'C> infor::td-;C"1 

for the: dephr<::1ing in this systern. 

(l ,. }\"'; 
-.. j !I\ 

' ' ;; ll '! ;.. 1 ; • 

r ._,, •: 
\., . .,.·,.! - " ..... i ·: -__ :r·· · · ;·. :. : ~ .' (. 

') 

In a previous paper,..> it vJas concluded that an anharmonic term of 
2 2 the for~ CAABBQA Q8 (where QA and Q8 are vibrational normal coordinates) 

is chiefly responsible for the coupling vvhich produces the anharmonic 

s~ift 6w. One possibl~ physical basis for this, as discussed in reference 

3, is a steric interaction between the moving atoms of the modes in question. 

This served as an adequate explanation for several of the observed couplings 
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in h14-durene, and also can be applied to d14-durene with success, although 

in both cases the arguments are hampered by the lack of a. full assignment 

of the spectrum in the C-H or C-D stretch regions. 

Isotopic dilution experiments carried out on d14-durene have pro

vided a striking piece of evidence in favor of the assumption that, at 

least in some cases, steric effects are responsible for the observed 

couplings. Fig. 10 presents the exchange parameters as a function of 

(·;.nccn tr-: t·i on 

co 
--l em EJLh E. <j 

1 
'[ (: h (_!, 

vrith concentra (Jrt, v;hich is not the cast: vvith any othc:r mode~ stuc:·i 

At the highest dilution QO% d14 ), Ei takes on the value of the methyl 

rock in h.,,-dur·enc (282 cm- 1 )~ and T takes on th2 value measured for til(' 
I L,-

•. 0 " ' ' \ \ . ' '' -· . ' -~ ' . 
• > \ ! ' { d'. i l i : ~' .) - :: 

; : i, •' \.' ··:: j I :,_ ?. ·: ·~ ' 

.•.: .... : .. : \ .. : ,. . ... , 
\,._ , .. ;._. l..'. I. ! ; ! ~. I ; > .r '·' 

. .,. ,I •, ., I· 

'•' 

acLion t&kes p'!Gtct:. It can r'easonably be assumed that the 2970.3 cn~~l 

mode in h14 -durene is coupled by a similar mechanism, and that a gener·al 

understanding of the nature of the steric couplings in a given molecule 

may require knovJledge of the crystal structure as well as the geometry of 

the isolated molecule. 
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B. Low-Frequency Spectra and the Exciton Model 

In carrying out an exchange analysis, it is obviously necessary to 

know the energies of the low-frequency modes of the molecule. In some 

cases, additional information can be obtained from a careful spectral 

study of this frequency region as a function of temperature and concentration. 

The first example is shown in Fig. 11. which shows the spectrum of 

a mixed crystal in the region of the CH 3 and co3 in plane methyl rocks. 

l r'ock, and in 

rno 1 e c u 1 e tv: o d ·i i f c~ r en t v a l u 2 s of 1 a r e cbs c r v e d for t h i s mode . T h ·j s a p 

parent contradiction31 is resolved by the data. since in both molecules the 

methyl rock transition is clearly splii: into two components at the lowest 

t 

( - , ' ; ' ' r'\ ~. ~ .. , 
....) '-'11,.• ,, . 

0..: • >I 0 

\ • j ' ~ ~· i ! i :_' 

mock's for the: 

., 1-- .· > \ -, ' 1"- -~ ;._ ~: A~ ·~ ,I ' f ' ~ -, "\ J 

j",J. 

_. i 
,_!,', 

1 rnck, und that t~~ tv;o 

···t-r· 

f\ more ·in;port;;nt quest'ion concerns the dynam·ics of the e11ergy tti.;r!s·fer 

in the low-frequency modes. On the basis of the observed Raman linewidths 

of these modes, their dephasing times can be calculated. These dephasing 

times are tabulated in column 6 of Table 3 and are, in several cases, 

longer than the measured value of 1 by up to a factor of ten. 31 This implies 

that some process which contributes to 1 does not contribute to the line-

width; we postulate that this process is coherent, resonant energy transfer 
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of low-frequency vibrational quanta. In a ma'nner analogous to that of 

reference 30, we separate the two contributions to t into a resonant and 

a relaxation term: 

1/t "" 1/T + 1/ res Trel (5) 

Using the measured values for T from the exchange analysis, and approximating 

Trel by the dephasing time obtained from the appropriate low-frequenc)' 

excHc;tion can trrwer·se more than one 1.;olecule in its lHet·ini2, and can 

properly be described as being pnrt·ially delocalized or "excitonic" in 

character. Exciton m~dels developed previously for electronic trirlet 

J" 1 ··' 

. . . . !i '). f::j 
( l ·1 :; c u :-~ ··: i c ~ !-.1 ('_ n c ;~ r, 0 ~ ;:.-

'Li 

semiqu::uJ·t::i't..at',H: picture caii lw obtained from the dot::;. in a strc:·iq;l[·(on::~rd 

\
, •.• \I 
'·.Jj • 

An examination of the low-frequency linewidths. in conjunction with 

the values ofT obtained from the exchange analysis, can yield an indication 

of the degree of delocalization present in each low-frequency mode. We 

define a quantity <n>,.the average number of coherent jumps for a given 

mode: 

<n> ::: 
T 

( 6) 
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This quantity is tabulated in column 7 of Table 3, and it can be seen that 

the largest values of <n> occur for the modes at 2191.1 cm- 1 and 2225.9 cm-l, 

which are both coupled to the A
9 

methyl rock motion at 240 cm-l. In agree

ment with reference 36, we advance the assumption that this methyl rock 

exhibits significant excitonic character, and present the results of an 

investigation of this hypothesis. This investigation has relied upon 

direct observation of the Raman spectrum of the methyl rock as a function 

of tcmprrature and concentration, and also indirEct obser~ation througf1 

P:<c :.,. · ?<lie·: lys ·is of the co 1 eel hi ~;h-·frcquency r~od~' at 2225.9 em· .I. 

The concentn::t ion dependence of the 1 O\·t-tcJ;:peratUl'e spectrum of the 

methyl r'ock in both d14 -dun~ne and h
14

-durcne is given in Table 4. The 

import0nt point to note is that as each pure species is substituted with 

-~· 

v L' ·< :~ "! ·~: ~ ·,: n ~-~ s t ;~: t r.·: :~ :: · · · · 

<jns·i l:ion ' . -L; ~ ·; : . 

frequency in a dilute species, on the other hand, is simply the transition 

forbidden and the exciton picture is invalid. The data of Table 4 there-
-+ fore implies that, in the pure crystal, the transition frequency of k "' 0 

is raised approximately 3 cm-l above the transition frequency of the 

isolated molecule, and hence the full width of the exciton band is appl'OX

imately 6 cm-l. It should be mentioned that the data cannot be accounted 

for by assuming that the frequency shift results from a change in inter-

molecular potential upon isotopic substitution, since both peaks shift in 
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the same direction with dilution. 

Further evidence for the validity of the exciton picture emerges 

from a consideration of the temperature dependence of the linewidth of the 

d14-durene methyl rock, shown in Table 5. It is known from studies of 

electronic exciton spectra37 that, at elevated temperatures, phonon 

scattering serves to localize the excitations. In effect. this results 

in the redistribution of oscillator strength into exciton states other 

-> 
c.: c;··~t";Ye r,~~ i; cf k states compr·i~~·ing tL(-~ 

o~citon band. 37 •38 This explains the behavior observed in d14-durenc, where 

-1 -1 the methyl rock broadens from 4.0 em at lov1 temperature to 6.2 ern at 

2./ r:: 0 v • t • tl ' • c .r r - l f t I • t [ 1 • ' I 
.};) , .. q 1n agree1:1en vn 1 our esumate Or o em or :1e exe1 .on ;onO\'r:otl. 

, v ,-. :; 1 ,., ·, ,. , .; r· -: , ·. ;~.,., ~·· 1 .. ,., v··, or- : · ! . ) ',. : • I ! ~.._ ,~, •: ' .-, ,·· •: ~ 
'•-' • >. I ~ ,.- ' ! 'V '-· ~ 1 '-·· )< '.~ ' ~-· 1 ' I·,_,' :·' '•' '·' • '•" 

.. ,·,'·.·,~··, a:'.' .. '· -:·.1.· ~ .... ~ ... ·.· ... 1 .~... :- I~.- ~ ••. , r: (>'I~--; -·,. ,~-. \ ! . -::"" 
, ' v , ,'> \ 1 j ~·-: 'l < ! I :.. ~ :._, \_ l.> ,_;,; '-) i i ::-, 

durcnc li:CJC:e und the corrcs 

widths of those modes, or in other vJonls, the trap depth for lattice modes 

is less than their bandwidth (the amalgamation limit). 36 •39 Conversely, the 

resonant energy transfer time (Tres in Equation 5) may be concentration 

dependent, since from Fig. ll the lineshapes of the methyl rock in the 

two isotopic species are well separated. If the molecule under observation 

is present in a concentration c, its effective Tres will be a function of 

the concentration and the pure crystal resonant transfer time, Tres,pure= 
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(7) 

Substitution of (7) into Equation (5) now gives: 

1 
T 

a(c)[ 1 ] 
1 resspure 

+ (8) 

The function a(c) characterizes the type of energy transfer: in a localized, 

non-cxcitonic picture, where nearest neighbor interactions are import~nt, 

d0localized, excit~nic picture, where rcsonont interactions extend over 

seve1~a1 lattiu~ sites, a(c) reHDins constant fr-om c = l dmlin to son;t2 

critical concentrat~on (typically 10%), below which Anderson localization 

" ,, •. r. s "', - r c 3 9 T '-,,,.. l.!. ;_ ;_ ~ j-1 ! c .._, . .. i 1 1.) .;::-. !> if 1 i n Cf"C(.i Sf S Vii t h cJ·i ·1 uti 0 l1 , it indicates ncn-

c >: .-.. ·; -~- u n ~j c L __ _ con~ tc; ;-;t ....... ~, (. 
l \.,) 

1 ,_ · ( r 

~ 

!1·; ~,:;··lt- ~i;.-L~- r;·_-~-,_-~,~-: i:_l·~~ ??Z.~_, C 1 ':~,! r ~:::\;_·j ~~~~ C:t~-ns·l nt (1.~_: D. ft:l!~~>LMi·un c: ; '] ~! ~- : · ... i • 

is coupled to the s
19 

methyl rock. In this case, T lengthens by a factor 

of 2 over the concentration range studied, as given in Table 6 and shown 

graphically in Fig. 13. By a simple linear extrapolation of the data, 

we estimate Trel' the relaxation time into lattice modes for t~e s19 methyl 

rock, to be 1.4 ±. l psec, and the energy transfer time, Tres• to be 1.2 ± 

.l psec. The value of Trel obtained in this way differs by less than a 
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factor of two from the inverse linewidth of this mode. Based on these 

values, we conclude that the exchange mechanism for this mode consists of 

excitations and de-excitations of isolated molecules. 

The results of the foregoing analysis lend new insight into the 

detailed nature of the exchange process. They illustrate how spectral 

evidence of various kinds may be used to characterize the exchange mechanism 

in terms of its localized or delocalized nature, and how the linewidth of 

a lt·~ frequency mode, together with exchange analysis of the coupled high-

frcq~2n(y modes. can 5e used to provide a direct measure of the degree 

of excitonic character present in that low-frequency mode. The data sug-

gests that, in this molecule. different degrees of deloca1ization occur 

for different low-frequency modes, 5ut that the concept of a delocalized 

v·i .t·tonol exciton must not be neglectN1 ·in modeling the dynRmical bchz:vior 

0f vibrations in molrculur so1ids. 

\'!. Conclusion 

Tile results presentt:·d 1·:i th the~ 

work on !J 14--durenc, providE.· strong evidence for the utility of the sim;1le 

exchange model. The presence of intermediate exchange and the excellent 

correspondence between calculated activation energies and known energies 

of low-frequency modes constitute important support for the exchange model. 

Of particular interest is the successful observation by infrared spectroscopy 

of the combination bands predicted by exchange theory. This latter result~ 

along with qualitative observations of the temperature-dependent frequency 

shifts in these molecules~ tends to corroborate exchange theory in preference 

to other proposed models. 
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The results of the exchange theory analysis applied to high-frequency 

modes, plus measurements of the linewidths of the coupled low-frequency 

modes, have led to the conclusion that the low frequency methyl group 

modes of these molecules exhibit significant delocalized or "excitonic 11 

character. The assumption of exciton behavior not only explains the observed 

lm~J-frequency mode linevJidths, but also enables a series of mixed crystal 

studies to yield insight into the relative importance of resonant and non-

iments lrbS resulted in a dl'tc,·llc,d understandinq of the dync,mics of this 

system. Further applications of this theory to other such systems and, 

·in particular, to the prob'lem of vibrational deph0.sing in liquids is cur·-
. . 32 

rc:rr~ly ·1 n proqres~~ ~ 

' T( 

(A. l) 

\·,here w is the frequency, f(t) ·is a random force u.cLing upon P,, vnc! q_, is 

a damping function related to f(t) by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: 

¢(t) = <f(t)f*(o)> (A.2) 

The brackets represent ensemble averages. In order to describe the motion 

of more than one dynamical variable, equation (A.l) can be regarded as a 

matrix equation. The solution of (A.l) is 
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A(t) = E(t)A(o) + J
0
tE(t-s) ·f(s)d:s (A.3) 

where the correlation function E(t) is defined in terms of its Fourier 

transform: 

E(w) 1 = i<$(w) wl - wo - (A.4) 

and 

?) (u:·) -· /'" ex p ( - i u) t ) q, ( t) d t 
0 

The problem is reduced to the evaluation of ¢(w) according to (A.2). 

i.e., findinq the Fourier transforms of the force autocorrelc.tion functions. 

Th·· 

QJ. ' 
1 

vi bra t:i c·: :. ·1 

where ¢;j(t) = <f;(t)fj*(o)> and fi(t) is the random force on dynamical 

variable A .. 
l 

In the Markoff approximation, it is assumed that ¢;j(t) =constant 

xo{t) and hence¢· .(w) = constant. The exchange theory of Harris 3 can be 
lJ 

readily derived by considering two modes: A1 with resonance frequency 

w
0

, and A2 wHh reson0.nce frequency w
0 

+ l'lw. The auantHy T characterizes 
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the linewidth in the absence of dephasing~ 1-l is the depopulation rate 

of mode 2~ and the quantity cr = exp(-E1/kT) is introduced in the ensemble 

averaging process to satisfy detailed balance: 

cr,, (w) ::: T + OT 
-1 (A.7a) 

cp22(w) ::: T + T 
-1 (A.7b) 

cp2l(w) 
-1 (A.7c) := OT 

cpl2(w) := -1 (A.7d) T 

(J_\.1·1 - wo (/\.7e) 

(;.)22 ::::: (Jlo + t>w (ll .. ?f) 

Con;~·:no.Uon of (/\.l) \Fith (P-.6) anc (f., f:) ~:n'·./CS,. in the lo':l te:npct·zd:l.ll2 

( /\ ., ) 

i'•·:l 

L., ( 2 
I 

Using the fact that Re(L) = frequency and Im(L) = damping. we obtain 

Re ( L) = weff 
= + OT

2(LvJ)
2 

WO 1 + (6w)2T2 
(A.lO) 

(A.ll) 

which are the same as reference 3. 
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A more careful and comprehensive development along these lines sheds 

further light on the meaning of the parameters in (A.lO) and (A.ll), and 

allows the inclusion of additional dephasing and relaxation mechanisms. 

This more careful approach differs from the derivation above in three 

important respects: 1) The presence of more than one pair of exchanging 

modes can be readily represented. 2) Additional dephasing mechanisms are 

included by adding more terms to the force autocorrelation functions (A.2). 

Any physical process whose contri~ution is to be considered can be des-

cTlbed by choosiiVJ an c::.pprnrr·iatc funcUon(:l form for- ip(t). 3) The 

Markoffian approximation need not be invoked; instead, Wertheimer employs 

a ''quasi-~·1arkoffian' 1 approxirnat'ion 30 in vJhich ¢(w) is a complex constant 

r'. . ' ' ~..~ 

!t\ ·- ., . 
" 

. .. : : 

c re pre suit;), the cff ects of eros s · corrc 1 i", t ions, o.nd the effects of rc·· 

1 • f' c l ,., I T ~ .-. l· I ,,.1 30 ~-~· ..1. I 1 ' axatHJn o · 'L11e 0\'1-rtequer:cy mooe:s. 1 t b s,;O,'<l• t. 1a t. v.'ncn on y one pt:i'l r 

of modes is important, equation (A.9) is still the correct functional form 

to describe the lineshape, but that the quantities DW and T have imaginary 

components. The presence of these components, denoted by DW 1 and T' 

respectively, produces a dephasi~g contribution which differs physically 

from exchange, and is described by 
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Two important conclusions can be drawn from this equation. The 

first stems from the consideration that T,-l is, according to the dis

cussion of ref. 29 and 30, temperature-dependent. Since the frequency 

(A. 12) 

. . . -1 
shift from (J\.12) is proportional to (T' - lluJ), the possibility exists 

the freque:ncy shift could l'everse vlith increasing 

temperature. ~le have never observed such bc:!Ji3.Vi or expcrirn2ntally. In 

any case~ the ri:)tio of the brocidGning to tho shift, v1hich is temperature-

·indcp 

" •. , .- .; - .1. -. '., v. i i' 
' ..... l ' ·-- ~· - ' \. 

with the scheme suggested by (A.12). 

The available evidence tends to indicate that the imaginary components 

of 6w and Tare in fact small, in which case (A.9) retains its usefulness. 

It should be noted, however, that both of the mechanisms (A.9) and (A.l2) 

will be present to a greater or lesser extent in any given situation, and 

a choice between them depends on a knowledge or estimate of the parameters 

involved. It seems desirable, therefore, to retain the exchange model (A.9) 
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whenever possible, owinq to the clear physical interpretation of the 

parameters ow and T. 
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Table 1. Vibrational Dephasing Models 

HSC 

Width a exp (-Shw) 
Shift a exp (-shw) 
w is frequency of the 
coupled low-frequency 
mode. 

Results from anhar
monic shift; dominant 
term is

2
of

2
the general 

form QA QB ; suggests 
steric interaction. 

ow ·is anhui"monic 
shift of combination 
level; may be of either 
sign 

AO 

Same as HSC 

Results from an
harmonic term of 
form Q·2QAQB; no 

"f1 . t spec1 1c 1n erpre-
tation. 

ow is spacing be
t\'Jeen two adjacent 
fundamentals; they. 
must shift tooether 
\'lith i ncr·p(l sing 
te~;;pct·otu'·c. 

; ' , I . , •· ': ',·. ·' ~ 

DC 

Very complicated, 
but approximately 
exponential as in 
HSC 

Results from ac
cidental equality 
of dispersive shift 
and anharmonic 
shift. 

Results from dif
ference bc:"nveen 
dispersive and 
anharmonic shifts; 
may have either sign. 
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Table 2. Parameters obtained from least-squares analysis of tempera
ture-dependent lineshape data. 

a 

b 

c 

d 

Raman Active 
C-H Stretch 

w0 ( cm-1) i~ode 

2929.0 Ag, Blg 

2957.7 
{\(I' Blg 

2970.3 
,J 

29B7.3 829' B 3g 

e. 3Ci27, 5 

Low Frequency Dehasing Channels 
Dephasing [viode t:;(cm-1) ow(cm-1) T(ps) 

B3g - Torsion 194±10 +13.6 0.36 

229±21 +10.5 0.86 

Blch fig 
Rock 

- l·'iethyl 2GC)±6 -2fJ.2 0.19 

B3c:' B2g Out·-of- 341:!:13 -20.6 0.25 
plane 
Hethyl Bend 
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Table 3. Exchange Parameters in d14-durene 

w
0

(cm- 1) E· 1 
(cm-1) Coupled low-frequency modee} ow ( cm-1 ) T (psec) -r a) 

rel <n> 

2035.4 252 ±1 0 B
19 

methyl rock -12. 0 ±. 5 .66 ±. 03 2.65 
bandb) c) 2049.9 190 ±12 Inactive combination 8.8±.4 . 77 ±. 06 

2191.1 240 ±20 A
0 

methyl rock 19.5±1.0 . 30 ±. 06 2.65 
,J 

bandb) 2211 . 6 200 ±l 0 Inactive combination - ll . 4 ±. 6 .45±.05 c) 

2225.9 240 ±15 A9 methyl rock -16. 1 ±. 7 . 36±. 07 2.65 
2250.ld) l 05 ±l 0 -4;9±.3 3.1 ±. 3 4.42 
2238.9d) 90±15 -5.6 ±. 2 4. 3±.2 2.52 

------·----"·------~~---------- -~---···--~-----------~--------~-------------------~~-------~ ... 

D.)ca·lculo.ted fr-om tht: observed F\IJHi·~ of the 10i·J-frequency Raman spectrum, us·ir:J 

1 = l/nc(HJHt~). 

(' ) ·,-''. '1 .: ..•.. :. .. •' . 
l !1· l l!l ol, f I 

;.I·. 

'' 

0.t nc 
·'-! .. 

l I 1...-1' 

-1 200 em 

". ,., , ' '·. ~j .~ •! ; I - '. . 
\_. ': .._. f·' ' . \: ~. l \' 

is PXJJCC 

:. ·i c n at 

-· . ' -........ -~ ' ' 

frorn a 
--l 

. :; C:l • 

..._ "I >-'. ~. 

.. !.':! \ . 

combination of the 

i-. ·. 1-· ,...! - - \". -. '! .- . 
1!'--'\..• 

;_;;~··.:r ::dd·: '--~rr~ ... ~! :.~c~:.:····c(· {.1 ·r C:1 fi"n;' ·i~. p~---c~_~:_-_::t ·j!·! i .. i':~.-- c r:~C':.:~·- ::.·i:··;'::c ·~i1'.:1 l ~j;·:· 

4.02 
c) 

8.83 

c) 

7.36 

1.43 

0.59 
···--- -------- ----



Table 4. Concentratic~ of 

i ronme 

peak posi on 
(cm- 1) 

(em- ) 

h14-durene 

peak position 

( 
-1 em ) 

100% d14 -dur2ne 

24902 

4.0 

· ~ · ---·---~~"'" ~-~ and d durene ·-, ..... o;,;~:-Jc~ ''' 4- l4- . 

c!., ,,-durene 
- .. ',, ·~'·~:: /"r::;:,_,; i-t 

' c,.,, \.-<-~ I vN , urene ,. 

:; ' . 4 247.6 

-.-' " ~- 5.0 

~~ ;· ~~~ ~ ~.{ 28C). 4 

<- ~ ~- 3.6 

10% 4- rene 
90% 4-durene 

246.6 

4.0 

280.8 

3.6 
---------------------------------------

I 
w 
N 
n 
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Table 5. Temperature Dependent Linewidth of Ag Methyl 
Rock in d14-durene (FWHM in cm- 1) 

4.6 4.8 6.0 6.1 6.1 6.2 
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Table 6. Concentration Dependence of Exchange Parameters of 

C-D Stretch Modes in d14-durene. 

Environment 

100% d14-durene 

sm~ d -durene 14 

50?~ h .
1 
,f- d u r e 11 e 

25% d -durene 
14 

7"'01 :::>!o h1 4 -duren::-: 

~;o;;, cL1 ,,-dur-cn:~ ., 

10% d14-durene 

90% h14-durene 

2225 em -1 Stretch 

ow (cm- 1) 

-16. 1 ±. 7 

-1 5. (j :11 

-14.1±1 

,• \; 
·-------- ···- -- - -· -· 

-10.!)±1 

-11.0±1 

-12.0±1 

E (cm-1) 

240 ±1 0 
(240) 

2[;0::1'!0 
(t.,:;o) 

250 ±l 0 
(240) 

1 
/ r" l ) 
',I, 

211 :il h 
( 

r. (. r· ) 
L : U I 

230 ±15 
(240) 

235 ±15 
{240) 

T(psec) 

. 36 ±. 07 

G 3 5 :' ~ 0 I 

. 34 ±. 07 

!',. 

l. 1 ±. 08 

1. 2 ±. 1 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Two anharmonically coupled vibrational modes under9oing energy 

exchange. The anharmonic coupling produces a frequency shift 

ow, while thermal fluctuations cause an excitation and de-

excitation of the low-frequency mode B. 

Figure 2. When two fundamentals differ in frequency by an amount ow, 
. 

energy exchange between them results in dephasing. The coupling 

otc!cr of kT. 

dcphilsing of a ~ihlen 

transition and poss~~.iiy Hs hot bu.nd can b2 obscrvPd; the ·lc\'; 

frequency region, where the coupled low-frequency mode B appears; 

and the combination band, where the peak positions can be used 

to confirm the presence of coupling of mode A to mode B. 

Figure 5. The ct 14-durene Raman spectrum clearly shows broadenings and 

shiftings characteristic of exchange. A similar type of behavior 

in h14-durene can be found in references 1 and 2. 
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Figure 6. Each point is obtained by dividing the observed broadening by 

the frequency shift at a given temperature. HSC exchange predicts 

that the resulting quantity is temperature independent and ap-

proximately 1. 

Figure 7. A portion of the Raman spectrum of d14-durene at several temper

atures. These peaks, which are clearly separated from other 

modes of the mo 1 ecul e., s)lift away from each other with increasing 

temperc::ture, ·in contn.dic:tion to the /\0 exchDnge model. 

Figure 8. Room-temperature IR spectrum of neat h14-durene in the region 

where HSC theoty pred·icts the !)resence of combination bands. 

ks p 

' ~\ l '\ ',-' t'· 
l 1 ·~; \ ' i: \'-.: i-

-1 fig. g; each fi3rJ:; vrit!dn 10 em of an observed peok. 

Figure 10. The crystal structure of durene. showing how steric hindrance 

between adjacent molecules can occur. This explains the observed 

behavior of the exchange theory parameters as a function of 

concentration. 
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Fig~re 11. Durene exhibits two Raman-active methyl rocking modes, which 

are resolved spectroscopically at low temperature, but coalesce 

by 90°K. In addition, it should be noted that these transitions 

broaden and shift with increasing temperature, in agreement 

with the proposed vibrational exciton model. 

Figure 12. An illustration of the two methyl rocking motions observed 

in Figure 11. The diff€rent values ofT allow the assignment 

of the coup ·1 i ng schc:r-:: be 

frequency ~odes. 

F·i9LH'C 13. The dat11 is for the 203S crn-l mode, v;hich is coupled to the B1c
1 

,) 

The: 

of 1. ;:.: .;.:. 
~· l I ~ 

tln rstirn.)i:0: fGr 

i ;~ -~- r~ \."' c r, ~-:- t. o ·I v c s -~- -~ c:; :~ 
I ;,~ I 

l \"' .. < 

I ~- ~, 
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FREQUENCY SHIFTS OF TWO ISOLATED BANDS 

IN ct 14 -DURENE 
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RAMAN ACTIVE IN~PLANE METHYL ROCKING MODES 
IN DURENE 
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